Just Orbit Collaborates with Tour Operators & Guides World Wide
to launch Tour Packages
Just Orbit, the one stop travel information platform for all those who are planning for a
trip anywhere in the world has introduced a new service of late. It has in fact launched
tour packages in collaboration with local travel agencies and tour operators.
May 22, 2014 (FPRC) -- Just Orbit, the one stop travel information platform for all those who are
planning for a trip anywhere in the world has introduced a new service of late. It has in fact launched
tour packages in collaboration with local travel agencies and tour operators. The travel and tourism
industry has been growing at an incredible rate for the last few years and this is why
www.justorbit.com has introduced the new service. Since its inception Just Orbit has worked as a
reliable source of information for travelers and now the new service is going to take the tourism
industry to a new level.
In collaboration with local tour operators, guides and travel agencies Just Orbit publishes the
different tour packages available in the market. This helps people choose the best package
according to their requirement. The worldwide tour packages include long tour, short tour,
excursions, sightseeing tours and special activity tours. All these tours are planned carefully keeping
in mind the requirement of the tourists and so clients can easily enjoy their vacation once they
decide to go according to the information provided by Just Orbit.
One of the most important aspects of Just Orbit is that it works with authorized travel agencies and
tour operators. Hence clients can be rest assured that they are going to get the best and the most
authentic service. It bridges the gap between the tour operators and the holiday planners by bringing
them together on a single platform from which both can benefit. The clients can get the most
authentic travel information about sites and packages and the tour operators can take their services
directly to the clients.
When asked about the thought behind this new initiative Mr. Raj Narang, the visionary whose brain
child is Just Orbit says, “With all the unique travel planning and information facilities that Just Orbit
has, planning a trip has already become a very enjoyable experience for our clients and with this
global tie up with the world’s most renowned travel agencies and tour operators we have taken our
services one step ahead to ensure that we cover the client’s travelling needs from end to end. When
people go for a tour they often find it difficult to choose the right tour operator from a number of
choices. We have made it easier by bringing almost all the local tour operators of a place on a single
platform.”
When it comes to booking a tour package the thing that bothers the clients most is the authenticity
of the company. This is why Just Orbit only works with those who are recognized in the field. When
gaining information about a tour package through Just Orbit, clients can be rest assured that it is the
most authentic as the tour operators are selected through a strong verification process. While other
sites feature tours that depart on a specific day of a week, www.justorbit.com mostly features tours
that have daily departures. The various interesting package deals offered by JustOrbit.com are
featured at http://www.justorbit.com/deals/. Moreover, in most of the tour packages the price is
inversely proportional to the number of tourists. Hence, Just Orbit and ‘Best Deals’ have now
become synonymous.
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About Just Orbit: Just Orbit is a well known self travel planning website based in New Delhi, India.
Through its unique travel planning features people can plan their next vacation on their own. All the
information that a person needs while going on a vacation is provided in detail at www.justorbit.com
and one can easily make use of these information right from choosing the destination to planning
the return journey.
Contact Information
For more information contact Ridhima Arora of Just Orbit (http://www.justorbit.com)
911204542647
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